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Other than this and of course the features that
were already present in Unity, like physics,

materials, and advanced rendering, UE3 has a
lot of new features. Maybe more importantly, is

its support for the Epic Games Unreal
Tournament 3. With UE3, you will be able to port

and make your game for the latest version of
the game. If you do not have any of the original
Daggerfall Game Data, you can load them in by

choosing Daggerfall Interface -> Available
Content Data and switching to the Archived
Content Data folder. Drag your.DEF to your
project and switch to the Archived Game
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Content Data folder. Drag the archive.DEF you
have just created and drop it into the Project

panel of Unity. Recently, I have also been
cleaning up the libraries to make them more
user friendly and easier to use. I have tidied

many of the settings, renamed and split libraries
into folders. This allows for much more

organised naming, saves search space and can
be just as useful as finding files/folders directly

within Unity. I have also created a structure that
includes these libraries to be usable by other

developers: Daggerfall Game -> Assets ->
Projects -> Libraries To correct this, we switched
the new Default Shader to have more accurate
lighting in the standard light group. As part of

this review, we were able to show a PBR
workflow for texture mods and even added new

material presets for modders to create more
exotic lighting setups. The work was guided by
some community discussions on reddit, such as
this one: https://www.reddit.com/r/DaggerfallUni
ty/comments/bnfi23/a_few_ideas_for_improving_

the_bloom_environment/
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